U.S. District Court Judge Jed Rakoff of the Southern District of New York tells the story of a firearms and toolmark examiner who appeared before him in 2008, proposing to testify that the markings on shell casings found at the scene of a crime matched shell casings from a gun found under the defendant’s bed “to a reasonable scientific certainty.” As instructed by Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, Inc., Judge Rakoff inquired about the scientific basis for the examiner’s claim:

I held a Daubert hearing and I asked him, for example, “What’s your error rate? And what’s the error rate of this methodology that you’re using?”

And he said, “Zero.”
Twenty-five years after Daubert made trial judges the gatekeepers of scientific evidence, leading scientists, scientific organizations, and the courts remain, in many cases, at loggerheads over standards for establishing the reliability of scientific evidence. Nowhere has this tension been more apparent than in the continuing debates over the scientific validity of long-accepted forms of forensic evidence in criminal law. From the landmark 2009 report by the National Research Council’s National Academy of Sciences (NAS report) to a 2016 report by the President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology (PCAST report) and a 2017 study from the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS report), multiple studies by leading scientists and scientific organizations continue to find that many of the most widely used forensic disciplines do not meet the standards of scientific validity that are routinely applied in scientific research. However, the field of applied forensic sciences often relies on practitioners’ practical training, experience, and professional judgment. Many in the forensics community argue that the rigorous standards demanded by scientific research are neither realistic nor appropriate indicia of reliability for applied forensic sciences.

Courts, for their part, have been highly reluctant to exclude forensic methods that have become integral to modern criminal investigations and prosecutions based solely on criticism by scientists outside the forensic community. Different courts have cited a variety of reasons for admitting challenged forensic methods’ consistent with the “broad flexibility” of trial courts in deciding how to assess the reliability of scientific evidence and the Supreme Court’s recognition that different criteria may be appropriate for evaluating the reliability of different types of expertise. Courts have been more willing to instead limit certain kinds of testimony by experts from fields with limited empirical evidence of validity; some judges, for example, have allowed latent fingerprint examiners or firearms experts to testify about the similarities between two sets of prints or shell casings but have excluded testimony about the likelihood of such similar samples arising from different sources. Critics argue that this approach is ineffective and can mislead jurors. They point out, for example, that ordinary jurors generally lack the specialized experience to identify limitations in a scientific method or common sources of error in laboratory procedures. Further, in the absence of concrete information about uncertainty and the potential for error in an expert’s methods, jurors tend to give excessive weight to “expert” conclusions.

Further complicating admissibility decisions for trial courts, scientific validity is not a binary determination but an incremental process. Over time, many independent studies progressively define the validity of underlying principles and methods, as well as their limitations, error rates, and other variables. Empirical studies early in this process may provide meaningful evidence of validity but leave important issues unresolved. Scientific reviews like the NAS and PCAST reports provide only a snapshot of the scientific validity of a particular methodology at a particular time.

In this evolving landscape, judges need a coherent framework for deciding at any given time whether the empirical evidence, as it currently stands, provides a sufficient basis for the testimony in a case. Is some minimum threshold of empirical testing and validation necessary for admitting forensic testimony? Should testimony from disciplines that just meet the threshold for admissibility be treated differently than disciplines with more rigorous scientific testing and validation? The answers lie in the discretion of judges who confront the evidence in a particular case. But the options need not be reduced to a choice between wholesale exclusion of evidence that falls just short of the most rigorous standards of scientific validity or total acceptance of methods that remain scientifically shaky. The Federal Rules of Evidence offer judges a range of tools for managing expert testimony beyond wholesale admission or exclusion.Judicious use of these tools can accommodate both the incremental nature of empirical studies of scientific validity and the need for courts to “resolve disputes finally and quickly.”

IT IS UP TO THE COURTS

Despite the significant response to the 2009 NAS report from many in the forensic sciences community, the 2016 PCAST report and ensuing discussions have shown that efforts to adopt more rigorous scientific standards for validation and practice have been slow and uneven, and that substantial disagreement remains over what level of empirical testing and scientific validation is appropriate for forensic evidence. Assessing the state of a subset of forensic disciplines (feature comparison methods, including DNA identifications, latent fingerprint analysis, and firearms toolmark analyses, among others) seven years after the landmark NAS report, PCAST acknowledged significant progress in some areas, including creation of the National Commission on Forensic Sciences (NCFS) and notable empirical
studies describing the reliability and accuracy of latent fingerprint and firearms toolmark analyses. Nonetheless, the report concluded that most of the methods it evaluated still lack sufficient empirical evidence to demonstrate scientific validity. Although the report offered specific assessments of seven forensic disciplines, it emphasized that these would likely change over time as methods and practices evolve and new empirical studies emerge. Instead, the PCAST recommendations primarily focus on the overall criteria for evaluating scientific validity. The report’s most fundamental conclusion is that empirical evidence is the only basis for establishing scientific validity, and thus evidentiary reliability, of forensic science methods. “Well-designed” empirical studies, according to the report, are especially important for demonstrating reliability of methods that rely primarily on professional judgment that can only be acquired through extensive training and experience. Others agree that empirical evidence is important for establishing the reliability of forensic methods, but object that the criteria PCAST proposed for identifying “well-designed” empirical studies sufficient to establish scientific validity are both arbitrary and too rigid.

Since the PCAST report and supplement were published, debates over the reliability of forensic sciences and testimony by forensics experts have remained in flux. Sharp rebukes of the PCAST report by critics in the forensics community continued in 2017. Attorney General Jeff Sessions allowed the National Commission on Forensic Sciences, established by the Obama administration after the 2009 NAS report was published, to expire. At its final meeting, the commission rejected proposals by two of its subcommittees supporting more rigorous standards for written reports and testimony by forensic practitioners. The Attorney General has since appointed a special advisor on forensic sciences and established a working group within DOJ to develop guidelines for testimony by forensics experts.

In response to these changes at the Department of Justice, the AAAS and other scientific societies have called on the Attorney General to establish an independent advisory group to continue to identify gaps and limitations in the scientific validity of forensic methods and to outline a research agenda to address those gaps. The AAAS’s 2017 report on the scientific validity of latent fingerprint analysis considered a broader range of empirical studies than did the PCAST report but concurred with PCAST that empirical studies support the foundational validity of fingerprint analysis, albeit with a greater potential for errors than previously recognized. The AAAS report also emphasized that error rates may be even higher for the method as applied in many crime laboratories. Standard procedures in many laboratories allow examiners access to other information about a crime, posing a risk of “contextual bias.” Both AAAS and NCFS have called for crime labs to adopt “context blind” procedures and to incorporate “blind testing” to determine the validity and error rates for various forensic methods as applied. A 2017 symposium convened at the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) reported promising results from such blind testing in a few crime laboratories, but also described logistical barriers to widespread implementation of similar programs. In many laboratories, for example, procedures for submitting and processing samples reveal information about the crime and the submitting law enforcement agency; such processes also allow analysts to communicate with investigators involved in the case before completing
the forensic analysis. For these reasons, it can be difficult to routinely introduce test samples into an examiner’s workflow without detection.

As these continuing conversations illustrate, there is no clear consensus in the forensic science community about the type and extent of empirical testing necessary to establish the validity of forensic methods. The implementation of more rigorous practices and procedures remains gradual and uneven between disciplines and individual forensic laboratories. For the foreseeable future, it is likely that courts will face proffers of forensic testimony based on methods and practices that reflect a broad spectrum of empirical testing and scientific validation. As a result, it is clearly up to the courts to determine the levels of scrutiny and scientific validity required in order to admit testimony by traditional forensic science experts. Are scientists right that rigorous empirical studies are the only reliable basis for assessing scientific validity? Or are forensic scientists right that those scientific standards are too rigid, or are even inappropriate, to serve as indicia of reliability in applied forensic sciences?

**EMPIRICAL STUDIES: CROSS-EXAMINING SCIENCE**

The current state of empirical studies for scientific validity of the forensic sciences — what PCAST called “foundational validity” under Rule 702(c) — varies widely for different disciplines, ranging from thousands of research studies for DNA analysis of single-source samples to perhaps a dozen studies for latent fingerprint analysis. Well-controlled empirical studies to establish error rates for those methods as applied in routine practice (Rule 702(d)) remain rare, but are beginning to be implemented in some areas. As a result, at any given time, there can be a wide variation in the strength of the empirical evidence supporting the foundational validity of a forensic method and the amount of variability in the method as applied. Along this spectrum, how much is enough to admit forensic evidence? What can courts do when the empirical evidence of scientific validity for an expert’s testimony is “just barely” enough — what the Daubert court called “shaky but admissible” evidence? One way to approach that question is to ask what work empirical evidence does in science and how that relates to the goals of evidence law.

While it is common to say that empirical studies are designed to prove a scientific principle or establish the validity of a method, it is more accurate to say that the role of empirical studies in science is to probe for flaws and define the limitations of a principle or method. Embracing that point, the Daubert court cited the philosopher of science Karl Popper, who focused on “falsifiability” as the defining feature of science. While other philosophers of science, like Thomas Kuhn and Robert Merton, differ from Popper in important ways, they embrace the essential role of empirical evidence in probing the limits of empirical claims and the unique ability of empirical studies to reveal errors or limitations in a way that cannot be ignored or rationalized away.

This is especially true when the goal of a study is to test the reliability and accuracy of a widely accepted principle or method. Well-designed empirical studies probe for weaknesses and limitations, uncertainty, and the potential for error in the principle or method, just as cross-examination probes a witness’s direct testimony in court. The analogy between empirical studies in science and cross-examination in law is not coincidental. In fact, 400 years ago, cross-examination in legal practice was one model for the development of empirical science. In 1620, Francis Bacon, a lawyer, former attorney general, and lord chancellor of England, articulated what would be the foundations of a new scientific method grounded in empirical observations and experiments. Four centuries ahead of modern research on cognitive biases, Bacon argued that human thought is exquisitely susceptible to systematic distortions of perception, interpretation, and reasoning, which he called the “idols” or “illusions” of the human mind. And, as Bacon noted and modern cognitive science confirms, our strongest and most consistent cognitive biases operate primarily in one direction — systematically overweighting evidence consistent with prior beliefs and systematically ignoring or discounting evidence that conflicts with those beliefs.

Only well-designed empirical tests, Bacon argued, provide a sufficient mecha-
anism for revealing errors or limitations of scientific principles or methods in a way that cannot be rationalized or dismissed on the basis of subjective judgments. Bacon famously imagined his new approach to science as a kind of trial of scientific ideas.36 And in that trial, the function of empirical studies is to test the reliability of a scientific claim, probing for weaknesses, errors, inconsistencies, limitations, or alternative explanations as a lawyer probes an ordinary witness in court. “[T]o use the language of civil procedure,” he declared, “we intend, in this Great Suit or Trial . . . to cross-examine nature herself.”37 (Emphasis added.)

The analogy to cross-examination offers a useful framework for thinking about the role of empirical studies in deciding admissibility of expert testimony in law. The Daubert court itself, contemplating the possibility of admitting expert evidence that falls short of the most rigorous scientific standards, emphasized that “vigorous cross-examination, presentation of contrary evidence, and careful instruction on the burden of proof are the traditional and appropriate means of attacking shaky but admissible evidence.”38 At the same time, the Court cautioned that these tools may be less effective for experts than other witnesses: “Expert evidence can be both powerful and quite misleading because of the difficulty in evaluating it. Because of this risk, the judge in weighing possible prejudice against probative force under Rule 403 of the present rules exercises more control over experts than lay witnesses.”39

As the Daubert court recognized, most jurors will lack the specialized knowledge and experience required to evaluate the reliability of an expert’s principles and methods or the significance of issues raised on cross-examination, especially when dealing with scientific or technical experts. In addition to specific knowledge of their field, scientists routinely rely on procedures and modes of inference that are not typically encountered in daily life. Jurors will rarely have any basis in their own experience for recognizing the limitations that might be obvious to other scientists, or the statistical training to interpret and apply error rates correctly. Forensic methods in which the essential steps in analysis rely on the subjective judgment of an examiner magnify those concerns. Neither judges nor jurors can see inside the examiner’s brain to assess consistency and accuracy, or the possible influence of cognitive biases or simple errors in an examiner’s analysis. To decide what weight to give the expert’s testimony, jurors must look to their own experience and intuitions, including their own preconceptions about the reliability and accuracy of forensic methods40 and the confidence of the testifying expert. By definition, however, jurors without specialized training and experience in scientific analysis lack the foundation they would need to identify limitations or weaknesses in an expert’s methods on their own. Further, because the examiner’s subjective experience both is inaccessible to any outside observer and relies on the very expertise that separates her from jurors, cross-examination is unlikely to be effective in probing for those weaknesses and limitations.

From that perspective, one essential function of empirical studies is to return jurors to the process by defining limitations and the potential for error in an expert’s methodology using terms laypeople can understand. This requires empirical studies that are sufficiently well designed, that define error rates and uncertainty clearly, and that are sufficiently applicable to the real-world work of the testifying expert to allow jurors to properly evaluate the testimony. In the absence of such empirical evidence, jurors have no meaningful basis for deciding what weight to give the testimony, and a court will need to consider whether the risk of confusing or misleading the jury, and the impediments to cross-examination, are too high to admit the expert’s testimony.

A SPECTRUM OF SCIENTIFIC VALIDITY

Scientific critiques of forensic sciences uniformly insist on what the PCAST report called "a central tenet of science: An empirical claim cannot be considered valid until it has been empirically tested.”41 Yet Daubert, Kumho Tire, and the language of Rule 702 expressly recognize that expertise might be based on other factors, including training and experience.42 Why are scientists so insistent on empirical studies? And how much is enough? Scientists make a clear distinction between principles and methods with empirical evidence of reliability and those that lack any empirical validation. But rigorous scientific validation builds incrementally over the course of multiple, independent, well-designed studies of accuracy, and there is no fixed point at which a scientific method crosses from dodgy to scientifically valid. Forensic
methods that have not yet reached that level of validation might nonetheless qualify as "shaky but admissible." In deciding how much empirical validation is enough to admit forensic evidence, and how to manage evidence that is shaky but admissible, it helps to understand why scientists insist on multiple, well-designed empirical studies as the gold standard for scientific validity.

The fundamental reason scientists and engineers insist on empirical studies is simple. People whose work necessarily includes empirical feedback on the accuracy of their ideas and methods quickly discover how often that empirical feedback reveals anything from simple errors in carrying out a procedure to fundamental limitations of a principle or method they considered well established.

This is not limited to research scientists. Imagine, for example, an auto mechanic whose expertise is based entirely on practical training and experience diagnosing problems with automotive engines and fuel systems. The principles and methods she learns in her training are likely based on extensive empirical research and testing by engineers and designers. Moreover, regular practical experience in diagnosing and repairing engines and fuel systems provides continual empirical feedback on how reliably she applies those principles and methods: If the mechanic mistakenly declares that a car will not start because of a faulty fuel pump, replaces the fuel pump, and then attempts to start the car, she immediately discovers her error. If she has charged a customer for the new fuel pump, the error is likely to be brought to her attention in a way she cannot easily overlook. A court might reasonably find that years of experience, informed by that kind of empirical feedback, is sufficient to show that the mechanic’s principles and methods for diagnosing engine and fuel system failures are reliable. The same might be said of electricians, plumbers, engineers, airplane pilots, and a host of other experts whose work routinely includes empirical outcomes that reveal errors or less-than-optimal outcomes.

By contrast, forensic scientists in many disciplines get little or no empirical feedback on the accuracy of, and any errors that might result from, the ordinary course of their work. This is particularly true for disciplines in which the critical steps of analysis rely on subjective judgments by the examiners, including analyses of latent fingerprints, firearms, shoe and tire impressions, hair, and bitemarks. To be sure, examiners in those disciplines receive training and proficiency testing that includes analysis of known samples, but in those situations examiners know that they are being tested and may consciously or subconsciously adjust the way they perform their analysis. In most proficiency tests, furthermore, the test samples do not represent the range of samples encountered in normal practice, but are instead designed with the expectation that all competent examiners will correctly identify the samples. As a result, examiners receive little or no empirical feedback that can alert them to the possibility of errors.

In the absence of that kind of objective feedback, research across a variety of professional fields shows that training and experience without objective feedback increases the confidence of experts in their own knowledge and skills, but that confidence does not correlate with objective measures of skill or accuracy. Psychological studies show that consistently following an established procedure is enough to increase confidence, even when the procedure itself produces inaccurate results. Furthermore, individuals with the lowest ability to reflect on their own susceptibility to error (what researchers call "meta-cognition") tend to be the most overconfident in their own expertise and accuracy. As a result, the amount of training or professional experience, in itself, provides very little information about the reliability of an expert’s principles or methods as a basis for empirical statements. Rather, the value of training and experience as a proxy for reliability depends on the quality and amount of objective, empirical feedback to define the accuracy and limitations of the expert’s methodology.

Because empirical testing of a scientific principle or method is a cumulative process, the quality and amount of empirical testing supporting an expert’s methodology can span a wide spectrum,
from anecdotal empirical feedback acquired in the course of professional experience to rigorous empirical studies of accuracy, error rates, and other limitations. How much empirical testing is enough for admissibility? Scientific critics of forensic sciences emphasize the importance of multiple, well-designed empirical studies in order to establish the scientific validity of forensic disciplines and the accuracy of their methods. Centuries of experience with the scientific method, across disciplines from physics to biochemistry to psychology, have taught important lessons about basic elements of experimental design and how to conduct empirical studies of this kind in a way that minimizes and controls for a wide range of factors that can lead to misleading results, from unintended biases in sample selection to cognitive biases in interpretation to statistical flukes — what the PCAST report called “well-designed” studies. Following good study design greatly reduces the uncertainty of the results, but no single study can be definitive. Multiple studies increase reliability by gradually decreasing the range of uncertainties — indeed convergence of results from multiple studies can sometimes compensate or correct for design flaws or limitations of the individual studies.

Moreover, multiple empirical studies can provide a wealth of information about the weaknesses and limitations of a method, variation in its application, and uncertainty in the results or their interpretation. What kinds of test conditions affect the accuracy of the method? How much do small variations in procedure alter the accuracy of results? Are some samples more difficult to analyze or likely to produce inaccurate results? Multiple, well-designed studies help to define the sources of variation, conditions that affect the reliability results, and error rates under various conditions, all of which can help jurors understand both the validity and limitations of results obtained in a particular case. More limited empirical testing may provide some important evidence regarding the foundational validity of a method, but will generally leave greater uncertainty about those conclusions and how they apply to the method as applied in a particular case. In those cases, courts must grapple with whether cross-examination can be an effective alternative for identifying any weaknesses or limitations of the testimony in a way jurors can understand.

SHAKY BUT ADMISSIBLE FORENSIC EVIDENCE — WHAT’S IN THE TOOL BOX?

With the exception of DNA analysis of single-source samples, none of the forensic methods reviewed by PCAST has yet met rigorous criteria for both foundational validity (Rule 702(c)) and validity as applied (Rule 702(d)). Other methods, however, have reached important waypoints in the validation process. Both PCAST and the AAAS working group conclude, for example, that recent empirical studies support the foundational validity of latent fingerprint analysis, although they applied different criteria for identifying the relevant empirical studies. Both groups still urge substantial caution in extrapolating from those studies to the overall validity and error rates for fingerprint analysis as applied in ordinary practice. The PCAST report identified one study of firearms analysis that met its criteria for well-designed empirical studies, just short of the two independent studies it recommends as a minimum criterion for scientific validity. As empirical studies of these and other forensic methods continue, courts will certainly face challenges to the reliability of forensic methods supported by varying degrees of empirical evidence.

When an expert’s testimony is based on principles and methods that lack any substantial empirical evidence of scientific validity, judges who embrace the widespread view of scientists that empirical studies are essential for scientific validity might use their discretion to exclude the testimony. On the other hand, given the “liberal thrust” of modern evidence law and the broad discretion of trial judges in deciding on the admissibility of expert evidence, a judge may be inclined to admit evidence supported by empirical data that falls short of the most rigorous criteria for scientific validity. In those cases, courts have a variety of tools for reducing the risk of prejudice, confusion, or misleading jurors and the related impediments to effective cross-examination.

LIMITING TESTIMONY

One of the most obvious (and widely used) tools is the language of Rule 702 directed at testimony. Rather than all-or-none admission of an expert or scientific discipline, some courts have allowed forensic experts from disciplines like latent fingerprints, firearms, and handwriting analysis — whose reliability traditionally has been based on training and experience rather than empirical validation — to testify about the similarities between two sets of prints, or shell casings, or writing samples, while excluding statements about the likelihood that such a similarity might arise in samples from separate sources. More recently, scientists, legal scholars, and forensic practitioners have devoted considerable attention to the importance of monitoring testimony about confidence, statistical uncertainty, error rates, and the likelihood of alternative conclusions based on the forensic results in a particular case.

Is limiting the scope of testimony effective? Research on experience-based
expertise does support the intuition that training and experience can improve the ability of experts to identify and categorize specific features in complex patterns and can enhance strategies for comparing those features across sample, even when those experts do not receive direct empirical feedback on the accuracy of their observations. Thus, a judge might reasonably find that the extensive training and professional experience in latent fingerprint analysis, firearms analysis, and other subjective feature comparison methods provide a reliable basis for testimony that simply points out the extent of similarities or differences between two or more samples.

That, however, does not end the inquiry. The relevance of such testimony depends on a chain of inferences leading from the expert’s observations to a conclusion that makes some fact in the case more or less probable (see Figure 1 above). In order for the conclusion to be scientifically valid, every step in the chain of inferences supporting it must be valid. Courts have agreed that, if any step in the logical chain is invalid, the results are invalid.56 In the example of feature comparison experts, the critical link in the logical chain is an empirical statement about how likely it is that similar features pointed out by the witness could arise from two different sources. Any statement by the witness on that issue would need to be based on scientifically valid empirical data. On the other hand, simply omitting any testimony on this step in the logical chain will sharply increase the risk of confusing or misleading jurors. Research on cognitive heuristics and biases show that people tend to fill in gaps in a logical chain using common heuristic devices, like the “availability heuristic”; this means that without explicit information pointing out a gap in the logical chain from observation to conclusion, jurors are more likely to link the expert’s limited testimony to the implied conclusion that the similarities the expert has pointed out are very unlikely to be produced by different sources.57

Gaps can occur at any step in the logical chain, of course. One step that is likely to be particularly important in the near term is the link between empirical studies that address the foundational validity of a forensic method and the accuracy of that method as applied by a specific examiner using the samples in a particular case, especially for disciplines like latent fingerprint and firearms analysis, which already have significant empirical evidence of foundational validity.58 Courts in those cases will need to ask whether the available empirical studies encompass a sufficient range of samples, test conditions, and examiner qualifications to provide a reasonable estimate of the error rate for the method as applied in the current case, or to provide a basis for effective cross-examination on that issue.

JUDICIAL INSTRUCTIONS AND BACKGROUND EXPERTS

In addition to limiting the scope of expert testimony, trial judges have broad discretion to manage the traditional tools for probing weaknesses and alternative interpretations of any testimony, including cross-examination, the presentation of other experts, and judicial instructions.59 In the case of expert witnesses, it is always important to consider how to apply those tools so that jurors have the information they need to decide what weight to give the expert’s testimony. Those considerations can be especially important in the case of forensic experts whose methods have undergone limited empirical validation and where jurors
may have particular difficulty evaluating the reliability of the testifying expert’s methods and conclusions.

In the ideal case, scientific methods will have undergone rigorous empirical testing that encompasses multiple well-designed studies by independent researchers exploring a wide range of samples and test conditions, including the method as applied in normal practice. Results from these empirical studies would provide jurors with a direct and well-defined error rate for the method as applied to the same type of samples and under the same conditions as in the case at hand. Unfortunately, the current empirical testing for most forensic methods is not that extensive and is unlikely to reach that level in the near term. Where available empirical studies are more limited, jurors will have more difficulty understanding how the error rates or other measures from the available studies do or do not apply to the results and conclusions presented by the expert in the present case. A limited amount of empirical testing, for example, might be sufficient to show that a principle or method is scientifically valid in principle, but not enough to define error rates, uncertainty, or other limitations of the method as applied in the case at hand.

Cross-examination in that situation is also unlikely to be effective on its own. Jurors are unlikely to have the training or personal experience needed to evaluate the significance of limitations in the design or scope of empirical studies of a forensic method, or of any deviations from best practices in laboratory procedures or the expert’s methods. Testifying experts whose training and experience is in those forensic disciplines that have not traditionally incorporated extensive empirical testing and procedural controls may not have the expertise to address questions about those limitations effectively on cross-examination to questions. This could raise potential Confrontation Clause concerns.60

To provide jurors with the background information they need to evaluate the expert’s testimony in those cases, and to enable effective cross-examination, courts may need to apply other available tools with particular vigor. Trial judges clearly have the option to allow testimony by experts (including neutral experts under Rule 706) to provide information about design and controls in laboratory procedures, for example, or considerations in applying error rates from the foundational studies to the methodology as applied by the testifying expert in the present case. Some courts have allowed this testimony with regard to the reliability of eyewitness identifications, where years of scientific research had found that factors affecting the formation and recall of memories by eyewitnesses differ in important ways from common preconceptions.61 Alternatively, in the case of eyewitness identification, a number of scholars have suggested that judicial instructions might be a more concise and effective way to inform jurors about key findings from the relevant research.62 Judges could choose to offer such instructions regarding testimony by forensics experts when jurors are likely to harbor preconceptions about the scientific validity or infallibility of forensic methods that are inconsistent with the current state of empirical studies.

The need for these tools will be lowest where empirical studies provide the most extensive and granular information about sources of variation, limitations, and error rates for a forensic method in a form that jurors can understand and apply directly to the testimony in a particular case. That would include well-designed tests of the method as applied in regular practice. Conversely, the need for expert witnesses or judicial instructions to augment jurors’ understanding of the issues increases when the available empirical studies are limited or have not directly tested error rates for the method as applied in regular practice by the testifying expert in the present case. In effect, expert witnesses or judicial instructions are needed to help jurors understand what information is missing from the available empirical studies.

This is the situation described in the recent AAAS assessment of latent fingerprint analysis63 and the PCAST review of firearms analysis.64 Both reviews found that a limited number of empirical studies provided reasonably strong evidence of foundational validity for both methods.
ods, including specific error rates for experts under the test conditions. For both fingerprint and firearms analysis, however, PCAST and AAAS pointed out that experts in the empirical studies were aware that they were being tested, which can alter the way the examiners analyze the test samples. That does not mean that the empirical studies are not well-designed and useful, but the PCAST and AAAS reviewers emphasize that the study designs make it difficult to extrapolate directly from error rates measured in the empirical studies to the potential for error in actual practice. Based on the evidence of foundational validity for these methods, judges that have long admitted both latent fingerprint and firearms analysis are unlikely to exclude that testimony in the wake of the recent studies. But they could opt to allow expert testimony or offer judicial instructions to help jurors understand both the strength of the recent empirical studies in validating these methods and the need for caution in applying error rates from those studies to the expert testimony in a specific case.

SUMMARY
As empirical testing in forensics moves forward, courts will continue to face challenges to forensic evidence with varying degrees of empirical validation, which may include substantial empirical evidence of validity that nonetheless falls short of the most rigorous criteria for scientific validation, either foundationally or as applied. While courts have wide discretion to decide a minimum threshold of scientific validity for admitting forensic evidence, their options are not limited to wholesale exclusion or unlimited admission. However, “shaky but admissible” testimony increases the risks of prejudice or confusion resulting from juror preconceptions and cognitive biases about forensic evidence, invites jurors to draw inferences from limited testimony, and introduces the need for specialized knowledge to evaluate issues raised on cross-examination. Courts may need to take particular precautions, including the use of expert witnesses or judicial instructions, to ensure that jurors have the background information and guidance they need to appropriately evaluate a forensic expert’s testimony and interpret issues raised on cross-examination.
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